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ABSTRACT 
  To be rationally  does not mean eliminating risk but adapt at risk. Must pass an approach of the economy 
in which they seek certainty and removing risks in accepting uncertainties and assuming risks that a defiance of 
uncertainty and that a philosophy for stimulating progress. The situation in the contemporary world is 
characterized by complexity, uncertainty and rapid change. Risk depends not only of the factors generals but also 
cost structure, their behavior the volume of activity. 
Financial investments are the purchase of shares, debentures or placing of money to financial institutions 
in order to provide income and capital increase. From the point of view of risk, we distinguish investment risks in: 
shares and debentures; treasury notes and annuity securities; participation shares issued by investment funds; bank 
deposits; gold, foreign currency, other properties. 
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  If we define risk as the probability for a natural state occurrence, and we do not associate it to the notion of 
loss in the case of share, we have to indicate the natural state parts that financial investors are expecting. These 
components are share rate and dividend per share. In financial speculative operations, share rate movement is the 
one that gives the investor’s behavior. When someone wants to sell or purchase a share, it draws-up various 
scenarios regarding the future evolution of the share rate and dividend. The share rate and dividend combined give 
the share profitability: 
 
            Share profitability (ra)           =  capital given by a share (DP) 
                          Share purchase price (V0) 
  The hypotheses regarding the states of nature refer to various levels for share profitability in the future. If 
these levels were known accurately, the investment decision would not involve any risk. In order to characterize the 
two random variables, profitability and securities risk, certain hypotheses have been accepted: the parameter used 
for determining the risk is the share profitability, the profitability expected for the future period of a share is given 
by the average profitability of a share from the past period; the average value of a share profitability is given by 
partial profitability recorded weekly or monthly (rai) and their occurrence frequency calculated as loss: 
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Dispersion is analyzed with the risk that its actual profitability deviates from average value. The measure of 
this dispersion which is highly used is the mean square deviation. 
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Let’s suppose that shares profitability developed as follows during the 54 weeks: 
Table no. 1 
Shares profitability 
Profitability Frequency 
x1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
10%  27 20 20 32 27 20 10 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
12% x x  x x x 24 20 
15% 27  x  x x x 10 10 
20% x x  x x x x  14 
25% x x  x x x x  x
30% x 20 20 20  x x  x
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100 x 14 4  1  27  x  x
 
Average profitability and deviation 
Average square  (σ)  
Table no. 2 
Share x1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
r% 12,25  40,74  24 19 55 11,81  14,25 
σ  6,25  35 23 14,5  45 1,75  3,7 
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We notice that the mean square deviation (σ) is always smaller than mean σ< ￿; the more the mean square 
deviation gets further from the average the bigger is the profitability variation and reversely; the hope for this to 
occur during the following period the average rate of return is determined by studying the probability law to which 
profitability distribution is subordinated; statistics probability (rp) is determined as follows: 
() σ ± = 1 r rs  
Table no. 3 
Rentability in the future 
Share x1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 
Expected profitability 
% 
18,75  75,74 47  33,5  100  13,56 17,95 
6,25 5,74  1  5,5  10  10,06  10,55 
Average profitability          14.75 
 
The probability for achieving expected profitability (mean square deviation) is 68,31. Period related probability (-1, 
1) 
( ) 3 . 68 % 15 % 3 , 38 % 15 5 . 1 = + + = ± = r r p s  
 
Shares related information 
Table no. 4 
Share/information x1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 
Average  profitability  12,5%  40,74% 24%  19%  55.00% 11,81% 14,25% 
Mean  square  deviation 6,25%  35% 23% 14,5%  45% 1,75%  3,7% 
Expected  profitability  18,75% 75,74% 47%  33,5%  100%  13,56% 17,95% 
6,25% 5,74% 1%  5,5%  10%  10,06%  10,55 
Risk  margin  50%  85,9%  95,83% 76,35% 81,81% 14,81% 25,96% 
Market risk  Little volatile shares β<1 
Business risk  Investors do not have any data on this risk 
Field risk  small  big  Medium  Medium  Big  Small  Small  
Liquidity risk  small  big  Medium  Medium  Big  Small  Small  
Dividends risk  For all the dividend shares, it is a percentage of the net profit 
The analysis of shares information allows the following conditions: 
a)  There is an obvious correlation between shares average profitability and their market price. We can say at 
least as a premise that market has provided the development of an exchange rate which depends on the share 
efficiency; 
b)  In the hypothesis of measuring the risk using the mean square deviation we notice big differences between 
shares. 
The stake in relation to investors’ availabilities shows us how much of their potential is affected if choosing 
placing in the case of a high rate of affectation, the investor is facing capital risk. In case of bankruptcy the entire 
investment can be lost because shareholders divide their capital only after paying all the debts to their creditors. This 
forms the first group of investors on three categories: indifference, preference and antipathy.  
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ului investitor ale financiare itati Disponibil
actiunii de pachetului valoarea
Z
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Before choosing money placing, the rational investor calculates its capital in an alternative without risk or 
with a small risk. For it, this is the comparison base, the minimal limit for capital remuneration. 
n d r D R * =  
rd = remuneration of financial available assets in alternative 
d=available assets 
rn =placing remuneration with no risk 
n i r V R * =  
  r i= investment remuneration in the block of shares in alternative 
V – value of the block of shares 
Rn – placing remuneration with no risk 
  The profit index of placing in comparison with the no-risk alternative allows the investor to determine the 
increase and loss respectively due to shares purchase. 
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Analyzing the profit risk, we conclude: 
1)  x6 shares placing is not efficient because even under the most favourable conditions, the profit is smaller 
and placing has no risk; 
2)  under the conditions of profitability ￿ +σ, shares x2 and x5 are very attractive, and the profit increases 
3)  is profitability decreases, no placing will reach the alternative level, therefore revealing x3 shares. 
Investors’ choice for a large profit and for a high risk as well will be made depending on the effects of loss 
on their total welfare. 
Depending on the placing value and investor’s potential, it will choose a certain level of carefulness 
(antipathy), preference towards risk. 
There is correlation between the share average profitability and their market price, at least as premise that 
the market has provided the formation of a rate depending on share efficiency if risk is measured through the mean 
square deviation, there are large differences between shares. 
The input elements of securities portfolio are formed based on the profitability risk of securities, and output 
elements are based on the behavior towards the risk/profitability ratio of the portfolio. Securities can be combined in 
order to create a portfolio with a more favourable behaviour towards the risk/profitability ratio than a security 
looked at separately. There are two types of portfolios: 
1)  short-term portfolios are formed in order to speculate the increase of securities value. The investor is 
less interested by the dividend that will be achieved. Portfolio profitability is given by the difference 
from its value to the moment of establishing and analysis moment: 
100 *
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Rp – portfolio profitability 
VP1 – portfolio value at the moment of market price analysis 
VP0 – portfolio value at the moment of establishment of the purchase price 
2)  long and medium-term portfolios which refer to securities ownership for a long period of time, the investor 
being interested in increasing the market price of securities and dividends. 
Portfolio profitability is determined as follows: 
100 *
0
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DIV – resulted dividends 
This differentiation of portfolios influences the selection procedure of securities that form the portfolio. 
Securities selection is made in two stages: primary selection when the primary portfolio is established for 
every security/share, debentures portfolio, investor certificate, following the risk/probability criterion. 
The final selection when forming the final portfolio as a combination following the risk/probability 
criterion of primary portfolios. 
Any portfolio will have to consist of at least two different securities  and be based on diversification 
including uncomplimentary varieties of securities in different proportions in order to reduce the total risk associated 
with the portfolio. 
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A portfolio can become an investment support with low risk, this being one of the purposes for its 
formation, every security that belongs to it has to main risk forms. When a security is purchased, an investor faces 
both types of risk: both the systematic /non-diversified risk and the non-systematic /diversifying risk. 
The systematic risk is the one that is incorporated in any type of security irrespective of its form. The non-
systematic risk is the type of risk associated to an individual security which belongs to it. Investors achieve higher 
rates of profitability through risky securities purchase. In order to get higher profitability, one has to take many 
risks. 
The financial investment risk can be approached at two essential levels: cash flows risks and payment flows 
risk, cost risks. 
The total risk associated to a portfolio consists of two elements: diversifying risk and non-diversifying risk. 
RT = RD + RND 
RT – total risk 
RD – diversifying risk 
RND – non-diversifying risk 
The diversifying risk can be reduced to the elimination (RD→0), the only risk for investment remains non-
diversifying (RND). 
In choosing a number of securities that will be included in a portfolio, two factors have to be considered: a 
number of 8-20 securities to be included in the portfolio in order to reduce the diversifying risk in the future /over 20 
securities. 
Investment risk has specific causes and expressions depending on the investments nature and scope. 
Financial investments are a reality in economy, they suppose money effort with money effects. Financial 
investments have specific flow for the investor. Within money placing that the investor makes which reflects in 
financial market instruments, any investment is expected to have money effects. 
Investment capital is valorized through interests, dividends generated as a result of using the placed capital. 
These valorization effects are given by shares users directly but especially indirectly through legal certified 
intermediaries. Investment capital can be recovered but lost as well. 
Financial investments can cause securities speculations in which they reflect. 
Through their complexity and specificity, financial investments are separate management in the investor’s 
economy, in the portfolio, which justifies the management of securities portfolio through adequate procedures. 
The securities existing at a given moment can be used as guarantee for getting some loans. 
High value securities portfolio establishment and management for investors cause complex problems 
regarding: assessment of the financial investments portfolio size; optimization of portfolio structure; risk spreading 
and managerial experience increase in securities portfolio management. 
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